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Just Dance 2020 launched today on Nintendo
Switch and Wii (yes, you read that correctly). Just
Dance 2019 brings a new title of the number 1
franchise of music games.Hedgehog/Hh signaling
pathway: targets in cancer therapy. Hedgehog/Hh
signaling pathway is important for tumor
development. It plays important roles in
embryonic development as well as in stem cell
fate decisions. In cancer, it regulates the self-
renewal of undifferentiated cells and tumor cell
survival and invasion. Hh pathway is also involved
in the maintenance of stemness in cancer cells. In
the Hh signaling pathway, the pathway
components and their targets are now being
identified. Clinically used cancer drugs can target
downstream components of Hh signaling
pathway, which are potential targets for new
cancer therapy.(CNN) - President Barack Obama
outlined an economic message in Cleveland on
Thursday that had a heavy focus on job creation.
Obama, who will spend the next two days on the
campaign trail, met with business leaders before
delivering remarks at Cleveland State University's
Severance Hall.Follow @politicaltickerFollow
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@CNNsoundbite "We've got to go after tax breaks
for those who don't need them," he said in a brief
press conference following his speech. "We need
to make sure that we stop rewarding those who
are not creating wealth. You know, that's not
creating jobs. That's not creating the American
Dream."Follow @politicalticker When asked about
evidence that social welfare programs can work,
Obama said people in his own campaign have
seen the success in the communities that have
implemented them. "Look at the economy in
places like South Side Chicago," he said. But
Obama also called for an overhaul of Washington,
saying that his own administration has tried to fix
the biggest problem facing the country by making
business more efficient. "The problem we have is
in Washington," he said. "We have been working
to actually improve the business climate in this
country in a way that actually creates a lot more
jobs for middle-class Americans."Follow
@politicalticker He also appeared optimistic that
health care reform will be able to pass during the
lame-duck session of Congress, noting that a
"bipartisan, comprehensive" plan has been
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worked on for the last four years. "We are
confident that we can get this job done," he
said.Follow @politicalticker Obama also called on
Republicans to work with Democrats on climate
change, saying
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